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Today Evelyn Roth is the quintessential multimedia 

performance artist who is at home with every 

technique and in every situation. For Salmonchanted 

Sunday at the Surrey Art Gallery on October 17, 

1993, a giant windsock fish was inflated on the 

centre’s roof, where young and old could step inside 

to view, hear and participate in salmon-inspired, 

salmon-related examples of Roth’s production-soft 

sculpture, hand-painted fabric, mixed media collage, 

video and sound. Salmon is one in a long line of 

works produced by this energetic artist.
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In 1961 Roth moved from Edmonton to Vancouver, 

where she took dance classes and glimmered in the 

still recesses of the University of British Columbia’s 

Fine Arts library, her head wrapped in exotic turbans 

or capped by Afro wigs, ears bedecked with oversize 

papier-maché rings, body swathed in micro-minis 

she sewed up in a minute, athletic legs defined by 

patterned tights. Each work day Roth presented 

herself as a different piece of art. If coffee hadn’t 

done the trick, her outfits were guaranteed to jolt you 

awake as she checked out your books.

Wearing spectacular clothes and creating them for 

others was an avocation, not a hobby, during the 

seven years Roth spent as a library assistant. In this 

period she also enlivened the library’s public space 

by constantly redecorating the sombre reading room 

with collages she had made. By 1968 she’d become 

a performer and left the library to sparkle in cultural 

ponds beyond UBC’s gates.

Although her penchant for creative dress was 

inspired by the original clothes her mother made for 
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her when she was a child in the farming community 

of mundare, Alberta, Roth traces her artistic 

development back to the festivals of the arts at UBC 

that were held annually from 1961 to 1971. These 

brought international figures such as Dylan Thomas, 

Alan Ginsberg and marshall mcluhan to the campus, 

thanks to the vision of Bert Binning,  chairman of the 

Fine Arts Department. Among the many events Roth 

witnessed, Jean Erdman’s The Coach with the Six 

Insides, a multimedia piece based on James Joyce’s 

Finnegans Wake, made a special impression. The 

exuberant exhibitions that Alvin Balkind curated in 

the Fine Arts Gallery also influenced her developing 

tastes. His gallery’s events program included works 

in the new performance art genre by Roth herself, 

Gathie Falk and others.

However, the person most responsible for Roth’s 

metamorphosis into a full-fledged artist was Helen 

Goodwin, the gifted movement specialist who taught 

in UBC’s Physical Education Department. Roth joined 

Goodwin’s dance company, Theco, when it began, and 

soon gained profile in the wider community through 

Theco’s association with Intermedia - the society 

that established the first alternate space in Canada 

where artists, musicians and technicians could meet 

to engage in interdisciplinary experiments. located in 

a now-demolished warehouse on Beatty Street from 

1967 until 1972, Intermedia allowed artists to explore 

multimedia techniques using 35 mm slide carousels, 

overhead projectors, Super 8 film cameras, and a 

state-of-the-art ditto-master available in the facility.

Roth remembers participating in a light show where 

she and others created “organic, flowing, watery 

images” on “flexible, stretchy” walls. The spectators 

that evening saw dancers’ shapes silhouetted 

against suspended sheets of white vinyl. Projected 

transparencies transformed the bodies that swayed 

in this typical, improvised happening. Goodwin’s 

more tightly choreographed She was a Visitor was 

premiered later that night.  

Roth and many of her peers, including Gathie 

Falk, Don Druik, michael morris and Glenn lewis, 

presented avant-garde performances at the 

Vancouver Art Gallery as well. During Tony Emery’s 

directorship, the gallery had a close relationship with 

many of the artists and musicians associated with 

the experimental nonprofit association on Beatty 

Street, and Intermedia events held at the Vancouver 

Art Gallery on Georgia Street are still topics of 

conversation in the art community. 

In addition to providing Roth with opportunities 

for performing, Helen Goodwin contributed to the 

artist’s progress in other ways. In 1968 she arranged 

for funding that sent Roth to Ann and lawrence 

Halprin’s Experiment in Environment workshop in 

San Francisco. There Roth interacted with architects 

and dancers in a three-week seminar involving ritual 

and role-playing in various urban and natural settings. 

The artist describes this workshop as the origin of 

everything she has done since that time.

Goodwin’s 1968 City Feast, a “moveable feast” for 

the public staged in various artists’ houses, led to 

Rare Red Feast, Roth’s first outdoor banquet. Only 

eighteen people came to the eat-in, which was partly 

a promotion for Rare Boutique-a shop on Richards 

Street where original and recycled clothing was sold. 

Those who met Roth and her associates in Stanley 

Park that day have not forgotten the red food or the 

outlandish outfits.

Although Roth continued to be part of her mentor’s 

endeavours, including the Douglas Gallery’s 1971 

Image show and the Environmental Opera Goodwin 

orchestrated on Spanish Banks to celebrate the 
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summer solstice that year, she was engaging in other 

equally fruitful collaborations with Karen Rowden and 

Iain and Ingrid Baxter, and becoming an impresario 

in her own right. After stirring local waters for some 

years, Roth’s work brought her attention in other 

parts of Canada and south of the border.

In 1970 she produced Sprong, a wild show of 

wearables at the Vancouver Art Gallery, where  

leather-clad men doing a shoot-out were surprising 

and bizarre. The next year, Roth embarked on a 

cross-Canada video tape recycling project. She 

drove fromVancouver to St. John’s, newfoundland, 

stopping in each capital city with her crocheted video 

tape car cosy. On this trip, Roth cloaked the facade 

of the norman macKenzie Gallery in Regina with 

a crocheted drape, a sculpture replayed to brilliant 

effect on the Vancouver Art Gallery’s West Georgia 

facade in 1973. By 1974, her moving Sculpture 

Company was fabricating increasingly elaborate 

costumes for dancing. Some were inspired by beach 

forms and the creatures who inhabit Pacific waters. 

Roth’s animated mollusks were lewis Carroll’s 

Walrus and Carpenter bivalves come to life.

As her work became known, new York’s museum 

of Contemporary Craft asked her to exhibit in a 

show of art fashion held in 1971. Talon Books was 

so impressed with her ingenuity that the company 

published The Evelyn Roth Recycling Book in 

1975. This copiously illustrated survey featured 

arresting examples of Roth’s clothing and sculpture. 

Instructions were provided for readers who wished 

to make innovative knitted and crocheted clothing 

and art from discarded materials such as unravelled 

sweater wool, newspapers, scraps of leather, fur and 

feathers, lengths of rope and used video tape. 

Because of her fabric art skills and her experience 

with complex collaborative projects, Roth was chosen 

to decorate the enormous hangars on Vancouver’s 

Jericho Beach for the 1976 Habitat conference. 

She engineered the production of the nylon ceiling 

mural designed by Bill Reid that was half the length 

of a football field. This feat earned her a position 

coordinating Vancouver’s 1979 city banners project, 

an International Year of the Child event that saw 700 

children making banners from countless yards of 

cloth. 
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Where did Roth fit within the artistic habitat of the 

time? In 1967, the year Roth was coming to the 

forefront of Vancouver’s art community, new York 

Dada artist marcel Duchamp died. For almost a 

decade this witty, multimedia artist had served as 

a model for those who enjoyed inter- disciplinary 

activities, including performance. Duchamp’s 

basic message was that art and life were one and 

that art could take any form. In fact, the Baxters’ 

slogan, “n.E. Thing is Art” is a summation of the 

message Duchamp had communicated to the art 

world. Perhaps through this new understanding, and 

undoubtedly because Duchamp and other artists 

of the period were breaking down the barriers that 

existed between painting and sculpture and art and 

craft-it was possible for Roth, the Baxters and others 

to regard costume as art and everything they did as 

artistic expression.

Duchamp was also one of the fathers of conceptual 

art: “art as idea.” A videotape car cosy might have 

amused him with its visual wit, and the word play 

of Rare Red Feast has a Duchampian sense of pun. 

Critic Roselee Goldberg has designated an area 

within conceptual performance as “body art”.1 Artists 

such as Roth, Goodwin and Falk, who used their 

own bodies (and those of others) as art materials to 

create living sculptures, would fall into this category. 

Performances involving simple movements such as 

walking, stretching and bending to mark space and 

create the “sensation of passing time” also places 

their work in the “body art” genre.

During the seventies, the study of pagan rituals 

and ceremonies and an exploration of “collective 

memory” induced Roth and her peers to stage 

pieces reflecting rites common in all cultures 

throughout history. In her 1975 Blood-Deer-Dance 

Roth’s costume made allusions to prehistoric times 

and to the present. The skin of the deer she wore 

during the performance bore evidence of a fight with 

a cougar and the contemporary hunter’s bullet that 

ended the deer’s life. The symbols Roth painted on 

the skin made it resemble paleolithic rock face art. 

This ritualist work referred to bloodletting and 

bloodbaths. Rather than presenting these age-old 

conditions as evil, Roth communicated the idea that 

these were elemental forces, essential to the life 

cycle that pervades all of nature.

Inspiration for Roth’s particular brand of ritual 

performance art extends back to 1961 and her 

days at UBC, where she saw a Balinese Kecak 

performance—a total drama that led to an ecstasy 

shared by the audience. Her current interest in 

ritual occasions resulted more directly from her 

participation in the 1977 salmon festival in Haida 

Gwai (the Queen Charlotte Islands). There, she 

inflated a giant fish windsock for the anniversary of 

Robert Davidson’s pole-raising. This soft sculpture 

has since become the major prop for Salmon Dance, 
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a public-participation performance art work that has 

spawned analogous projects. 

Since 1978, Salmon Dance  and the giant windsock 

used for the performance have been delighting 

audiences in Canada, Scotland, Australia, Bali, Korea, 

Fiji and Hong Kong. Although the patchwork Salmon 

is fifty feet long, it can be tucked into a suitcase along 

with the other outfits necessary for this portable 

theatrical event. During the dance, four principal 

figures, wearing costumes that transform them into 

northwest Coast mythological creatures (Eagle, 

Bear, Frog and Raven) come forth from the salmon’s 

mouth. They move to a David mcley soundtrack 

that blends a narrative by Hannelore with electronic 

music and the eagle’s cry. A human being enters 

with his garbage, “upsetting the living totem pole”.2 

The confrontation between the animals and the 

man is resolved through dance. Finally, children are 

brought into the salmon’s tent-like body to hear West 

Coast stories and learn the Salmon Round Song. The 

Salmon Dance message about ecology and harmony 

is accessible to all. It is big, splashy and fun for folks 

of all ages.

Meeting Place, Rainbow Link and Nylon Zoo are 

among Roth’s festival art works that followed 

Salmon Dance. The exceptionally popular Nylon Zoo, 

commissioned for the Commonwealth Games in 

Adelaide, Australia, in 1982, exists in three versions 

that reflect the fauna of different geographic sites. 

Wherever it’s performed, Nylon Zoo climaxes in 

a hopping, bopping blaze of colour when the fifty 

children and parents who’ve been taught to bounce 

like kangaroos and fly like bugs, parade before the 

audience. Nylon Zoo, like Salmon Dance, changes as 

it migrates from one country to the next.

Roth’s local peers are different now (Paula Jarden of 

Public Dreams comes most readily to mind), but the 

spirit of Helen Goodwin whose Environmental Opera 

Roth helped restage in 1988, and the playful mother 

who taught her the rudiments of creative sewing 

before her death when Roth was nine, live on in her 

work still.

Roth is still dressed as outrageously as ever. 

Exercising and meditating on the beach at Point 

Roberts, Washington, has kept her fit enough to 

scale any challenging ladder that life presents and to 

continue keeping us awake.

notes:

1.  Roselee Goldberg, Performance: live art, 1909 to the present 

(new York: Harry n. Abrams, 1979) 98.

2. Evelyn Roth, quoted in Eve Johnson, “Color her Colorful” The 

Vancouver Sun, January 4, 1986 C1.
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Artist’s Statement (2008)
Salmon

I sewed the first salmon sculpture for a Robert 

Davidson potlatch celebrating his totem pole rising in 

1979. Inspired by Japanese weird socks I designed 

the 3 colours in each fish scale and began fitting 

hundreds of fish scales together to make the body, 

2 months work like those ladies who get lost in their 

patchwork quilts.

Finally getting to the head area I realized it needed a 

focal point. The big red and black ovoid eye shape as 

used by northwest artists became the centrepiece. 

Then black and white teeth jaw lined the bottom with 

a large enough zipper opening the mouth to allow the 

children to flood out of the salmon at the end of the 

story session.

Thus the first salmon was designed and stitched and 

showcase in Haida G’waii at a salmon festival in 1977. 

later my creative partner, Hannelore wrote a poem, 

the life cycle of the salmon set to original music 

composed by David mcley became the 30-minute 

dance theatre titled Salmon Dance. Salmon Dance 

was performed at Surrey Arts Centre, Edinburgh 

International Festival, Australia - Adelaide museum, 

UBC museum of Anthropology, the longest Day 

Festival in Whitehorse 2006 and to this day continues 

to entertain families around the world.

The salmon story tents (theatres) continue to 

multiply. United States salmon hatcheries from 

Alaska to California use them for their interpretative 

programs, children sitting inside the salmon belly 

while biologists explain the life of the salmon.

I’ve lost track of how many I have stitched, maybe 

20-24 of them. The latest one is going to Haines 

and Skagway Alaska September, 2008 to help gain 

interest in global warming issues for the A Voice in 

theWind sailing expedition around north America 

which left Tromso, norway on may 17 2008, sailing 

through the northwest passage and stopping along 

the Pacific coast, through Panama and around the 

East coast in 2009.
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